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Chairman’s Corner – Mark Chomyn
We’ve entered the second half of year 2022 and made an adjustment to our contest schedule that will have us
flying points contests in July and August. Last year we filled the hot months of July and August with
optional fun flies. But this year we decided to see if we could adjust our stop/start times for monthly point
contests to try and beat the heat. July 10th was our first attempt with this format and it was a success. We
started flying at 7:30AM and concluded at 11AM. We had 13 flyers on the AMA event sign-up sheet. The P30 event had 10 flyers with a payout of $20, $10 and $5 for those placing in the top three. Gliders were going
non-stop right up to 11AM (don’t those guys ever get tired?). We’ll try it again weather permitting on
August 17th at Perris so keep your eye on the El Torbellino and your email for contest particulars.
And while on the subject of the glider guys, I’ve noticed that of all the flyers at Perris, the glider folk tend to
be the best “streamer hawks” That is, they tend to have the best nose for sniffing thermals and using them to
their advantage. My advice to those not flying a glider, stand in proximity to a glider flyer but don’t make it
too obvious. Notice when that glider flyer gets ready to go and time your launch accordingly ( Note: I didn’t
say copy or sandbag). You may find yourself amazed at your results.
Thermals are not necessarily limited to outdoor flying. There is a rumor
that these same streamer hawk glider guys can sense a thermal in an
indoor venue. I didn’t believe it myself until I got the May-June edition of
the NFFS Free Flight magazine. And there it was, on page 28. A guy who
looks a lot like Tim Batiuk is starring up at the ceiling of an indoor venue.
Also notice he’s got his right hand on his left wrist. A typical pulse check
positioning. And therein lies the secret to caching an indoor thermal. You
not only must sense the infinitesimal upward movement of indoor air you
must also time it to your pulse rate. When air and pulse rate are in synch
that’s when conditions are optimal for launch. Don’t believe it? Then just
look at the results of this year’s AMA Indoor Nationals and you’ll find
Mr. Batiuk and Mr. Buddenbohm (rumor has it he’s also got this gift)
listed as finishing 2nd and 1st respectively in AMA Glider Champion.
I hate to bore you (but I will). My quest for an ABAG
(anything but a Gollywock) old time rubber contender still
goes on. Still trimming the 1932 Gordon Light Wakefield,
but since I had an old R/N Best-By-Test Stratometer hanging
around I thought I’d build it as backup. Its fuselage is a balsa
box and not too attractive. And the many stringers on the
wing were a pain for notching alignment. But I got it built.
Tried one test glide at the July outdoor and it yawed severely
left breaking the prop. That broken prop was repaired and my
hopes for an actual OT contender remain unfulfilled but
undaunted. Checked it out after getting home and discovered
two issues. One of the 3/32” wing mount rails was higher
than the other causing one wing tip to be higher in dihedral
than the other probably due to a slight difference in the

height of the all-sheet box fuselage from one side to the other. With the wing dihedral issue solved I now
noticed that the stabilizer exhibited a left side high (tilt) orientation. So, a thin plywood shim under the right
side of the stab corrected that misalignment. I’m hoping with those adjustments my flight trimming goes well
at the next contest. Results of backyard test glides look promising.
If you are a NFFS member don’t forget to look at your May-June edition of Free Flight. Great article about
Lee Hines (Mr. Sweepette) and some kind words from the friends and flyers who knew him. I recall seeing
him at Perris a time or two. Wished I’d taken the opportunity to introduce myself and get to know him better.
That’s all for this month. Hope you all have a great month of July.
Mark
“Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work”
Thomas Edison
History of our Club Name – Bob Beecroft
Something like sixty-three years ago several of us were talking about forming a freeflight competition club
since the old Aeroneers were dead and gone. All the very first members came from a tiny U-control club,
the Clairemont Clear Dopes. Yeah, honest, that was the name. One evening in early 1959 Jim Peterson and
I were at the parallel bars at local Cadman Elementary. Jim was a gymnast. I was in awe of his strength and
agility on the bars. Anyway, we were talking names for the new club to come. I suggested "Orbiters" and
Jim thought that was pretty good but said "'Let's add an extra "e" and make it "Orbiteers"'. And so it is!
Jimmy's gone; God rest his soul, and may the Orbiteers he named, live on.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/1959_San_Diego_F3H_crash
The link above tells of a young, heroic Navy pilot (Albert J Hickman) who rode his broken jet to the ground
and was killed. He managed to get it passed housing and barely above the fence in a Clairemont
elementary school. He crashed in the canyon right behind the schoolyard. Bob Stiles, also an Orbiteer, and
I were riding our bikes home from junior high and saw him go down. We were close enough to see the
airplane quite clearly and the smoke trail following. We went to the crash site, got off our bikes, and
walked into the canyon. There were several small fires all around the smashed airplane, and it, fully
engulfed. The SDFD and other first responders showed up about the same time as us. We couldn't get too
close to the plane, but I clearly remember seeing a turbine, other engine parts, and pieces of sheet
aluminum structure all around.
A fireman told us in no uncertain terms to get the Hell out. We did, but the crash and fire was also deeply
burned into my memory. I imagine Bob's as well. I don't think we ever spoke about it again.
MORE HISTORY – H.Haupt
The Orbiteers flying site used in the 60’s, is now a city park named Hickman Youth Fields. The Navy
donated the land to the City when construction of the Hwy 52 sliced off that corner of land from the
Miramar base over flight area. It currently is dedicated for use by youth leagues, for the sports of baseball,
softball, and soccer. The REI store to the NE of the park is also located on area where we used to fly.
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Sectioning Large Fuselages for Transport
By Mike Jester
Safely transporting my outdoor models to and from the flying field has always been one of my top
priorities in our hobby. I transport all of my outdoor models in the same semi-transparent plastic boxes that
measure approximately 31 x 12 x 6 inches. I can get several models in each box and the boxes stack very
securely, making it easy to safely transport a dozen models to and from a contest. The only exception is my
Fairchild 24, which I built in 2011 from the Herr Engineering kit. With the excellent mentoring of John
Hutchison, that was my first outdoor scale model that I built. He recommended I skip the DT. Despite one 6minute flight, I still have it.
John Swain recently gave me a generous gift of a Smith 1941 Mulvihill Winner kit from Campbell’s
Custom Kits. This model is basically an overgrown Gollywock that flies with a 24 x 1/8 rubber motor that
weighs 60 grams! In anticipation of long flights, I purchased a Pyxis GPS locator system from Starlink
Flitetech. This system is well-engineered and has excellent documentation. Thank you, Mike Pykelny, for
offering this unique system. The battery and beacon weigh about 5-6 grams, total, but this huge model can
easily carry that payload without much penalty in terms of performance. The fuselage of the Smith Mulvihill
is 37 inches long, without the nose block and prop installed. That is 6-inches longer than the length of my
standard plastic transport box. I can easily make the wing of the Smith Mulvihill into two separable sections,
having done this many times before on coupe models and my Korda C Old Time Rubber model. I decided to
make the fuselage of my Mulvihill separable into two sections so it would fit into my standard plastic
transport box. I watched a YouTube video in which Joshua Finn of kit supplier, J & H Aerospace, made the
rear 1/4 of his huge Dawn Patrol model separable. That gave me inspiration, but I had to improve on his
technique.

Smith Mulvihill Fuselage Separated into Two Sections

I built the fuselage of my Mulvihill per the plan, as described in my article in last month’s edition of
this newsletter. I added 1/16-inch sheet balsa wood panels to provide a gripping region and to provide
mounting locations for parts of the DT. I glued in extra 1/8 x 1/8 cross-pieces spaced 1/32-inch apart just
ahead of where the LE of the wing is located. I sawed the fuselage into two sections, cutting the longerons

between the closely spaced extra cross-pieces. Using medium CA, I then glued four ¾-inch long segments of
.079-inch (2 mm) OD carbon fiber rod segments to the insides of the corners of the rear section of the
fuselage. They plug into the front one quarter section of the fuselage. I reinforced the joints between the rods
and the fuselage with overlapping segments of red Esaki tissue soaked with CA. The sawn ends of the
longerons butt up against each other. It is critical in maintaining alignment that these butt ends are not
sanded.

Carbon Fiber Rods that Align Fuselage Sections

My theory, yet to be tested, is that minute variations in the angular displacement of the two fuselage
sections, if they occur, will have less negative effect if they involve the thrust line instead of the decalage.
This is why I broke the fuselage just ahead of the wing of my Mulvihill. I plan to write follow-up articles
about the remainder of the building and the trimming of this model.

Joined Fuselage Sections

SDO July 10 Monthly Results

JULY MONTHLY PHOTOS
By Arline Bartick
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

-

August 2022

August 17

San Diego Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly
Taibi Flying Field, Perris CA, 7:30 am.
Events: Coupe / Glider / Power

September 16-17

Free Flight Championship at Lost Hills

September 25

San Diego Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly
Events: OT-NOS Rubber / Glider / Power

